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Editor’s Note 
We are pleased to print in this issue, in lieu of book reviews, the 
following original poem by Vicki Hearne, a renowned poet, philosopher, 
and animal trainer. 
Consider: You and I and the others and Euclid because 
the perfect is so hot in us failing to sea it below 
profane trisections I mean we inherit this sacred 
theorem, true, but NOT from that high priest of 
ruler and compass FINAL questions seem to cry 
from the past If CODINGS of answers without 
reverence yield IblPEWECT theories flawed 
methods may be INVOCATIONS nevertheless 
This chanting WILL SAVE YOU in all of 
yout visions Behold above the equal 
within the inequalities of a mind 
that was given after all that I 
or that you may see Knowing a 
rule is not seeing the form 
The restless imbalancings 
of the many are our joy 
for see from despised 
triads inexactness' 
very heart arrive 
harbingers only 
but true ones 
of the Form 
0 at last 
to have 
about 
MORLEY’S THEOREM: The 
three points of intersection of the 
adjacent trisectors of any triangle fortn 
an equilateral triangle 
one 
1 
The Figure 1 
by Vicki Hearne 
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